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Preface 
This special issue serves as the volume of Proceedings of papers presented/generated by partic- 
ipants of the speciM session "Approximation i Mathematics" in the 919 th Regional American 
Mathematical Society meeting held at the University of Memphis, Memphis, Tennessee, U.S.A., 
during March 21 and 22, 1997. 
The presented papers how the direct links in theory and applications of approximation meth- 
ods to neural networks, wavelets and signals, numerical methods on Banach spaces, Fourier series, 
functional analysis, complex analysis, sampling theory, splines, solutions to integral equations, 
interpolation, etc. 
This volume is dedicated to the memory of Professor Paul ErdSs (1913-1996), who started 
his great research career as an approximation theorist and continued as such among many other 
significant activities throughout his life. 
The guest editor has fond memories of Professor Erd5s for their collaboration and friendship 
that evolved mostly at the University of Memphis during 1986-1996. 
Especially, the guest editor remembers the encouragement i  research e received from Dr. 
ErdSs, as well as his modesty and simplicity, while he was clearly one of the best mathematicians 
of all times. 
George A. Anastassiou 
Guest Editor 
Local Organiser of 919 AMS Meeting 
Organiser of Special Session "Approximation i Mathematics" 
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